Executive Master Program

Information Systems Engineering & Management

*Digital Transformation of Products, Services, and Organizations*

Technology + Management
The HECTOR School is the Technology Business School of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). It is named after Dr. Hans-Werner Hector, one of the co-founders of SAP SE.

The school aims to provide professionals with **state-of-the-art technological expertise and management know-how within part-time education programs**. The HECTOR School fosters lifelong learning within industry. Participants are supported in their career development with executive master degree programs, certificate courses, and customized partner programs.

The benefits of the executive master programs are numerous for participants as well as for the companies they work for:

- **Unique Holistic Approach**: A combination of technology expertise and management know-how.
- **State-of-the-Art Knowledge**: Direct transfer from the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) research.
- **Part-Time Structure**: Allows participants to continue with their demanding careers whilst acquiring new skills.
- **Master Thesis to set up Innovation Projects**: Companies gain outstanding added value through the consultation of such projects by professors from KIT.
- **Excellent Networking Opportunities**: Professional networking is fostered across industries and on an international scale.

### Key Facts: Part-Time Master of Science (M.Sc.) Programs

**Program Structure**
- Part-time, 10 x 2-week modules
- Duration: part-time lecture period of ~15 months
- Master thesis: project work in the company, 6 months
- 5 Engineering and 5 Management Modules
- Teaching language: English
- Yearly program start: October

**Academic Degree**
Master of Science (M.Sc.) from the KIT (90 ECTS)

**Admission Requirements**
- A first academic degree: e.g. Bachelor, Master or Diploma
- At least 1-2 years work experience (depending on the level of the first degree, recommended > 3 years)
- If English is not your mother tongue nor has it been the language of instruction for the last five years, language proficiency is required, e.g. test certificate (e.g. TOEFL score of at least 570 PBT; 230 CBT; 90 iBT or IELTs at least 6,5 points) or appropriate proof of C1 level.

**Accreditation**
The KIT is system-accredited by AAQ. All HECTOR School master programs are accredited by the internal quality assurance system of the KIT.
The program empowers graduates to apply an interdisciplinary approach to problems and trains adequate solution with a systems-oriented mindset. From an engineering perspective, graduates understand the role and potential of digital platforms from an enterprise and market point of view including state-of-the-art technologies such as Internet-of-Things and Blockchain. They know modern software and system engineering techniques with a specific emphasis on the cloud computing paradigm. ISEM graduates can design and optimize business processes following a top-down and bottom-up approach. They also know how to transform (big) data to actionable knowledge following an engineering approach. These competencies are enriched with security and privacy engineering concepts and technologies complemented with real-world cases on critical infrastructure management. Finally, ISEM graduates can specialize in digital services or autonomous robotics. In the respective specialization modules, they collect deep knowledge in one of the two fields.

In addition to the engineering expertise, ISEM graduates share five management modules with other master programs at HECTOR School. This fosters interdisciplinary networking across industries and provides the participants with state-of-the-art business knowledge in strategy, finance, accounting, marketing, innovation management, project management, decision and risk management and human resource management. Therefore, they can consider the commercial implications of technology-centric decisions and develop a holistic view on business and IT.
**EM 1: Digital Platforms**

The module enables participants to understand and design digital platforms for organizations and markets in order to drive internal and external digitalization. The module first introduces state-of-the-art Enterprise System platform architectures and concepts covering a process-, information-, and people-centric perspective. Furthermore, participants understand trade-offs between standardization and flexibility and know how to leverage digital platforms in organizations in order to find a good balance. Complementing the organizational perspective, market engineering puts an emphasis on the design of information-centric markets and services in order to realize new digital business models. Finally, this module also introduce key concepts and technologies of the Internet of Things (IoT) as an enabler for realizing contemporary digital platforms.

**EM 2: Software Engineering**

This module focuses on two important aspects: first, the fundamental principles, methods and tools behind state-of-the-art software & systems engineering are introduced, and second principles for advanced Web applications as well as cloud computing concepts and technologies are explained. In a first step, the participants obtain a detailed overview of the stages of software systems development and they are qualified to apply the required methods and tools in the development process. Both, the well-established software systems development lifecycle as well as the agile software development approach will be introduced and discussed. Current modeling and programming languages e.g., HTTP, SOAP or WSDL, explain the architecture of Web applications. The participants will learn how advanced Web applications need to be engineering on this basis. Finally, cloud computing concepts and technologies taught within the module enable the participants to assess the opportunities and challenges of web-scale service applications.

**EM 3: Process & Knowledge Engineering**

In organizations, processes and knowledge are known to be closely linked to one another. In this module, the participants gain the ability to effectively and efficiently adapt the particular demands of business processes following an engineering approach leveraging appropriate methods and tools. Furthermore, participants learn methods and tools of process mining that follows a data-driven approach for process analysis and optimization. Understanding the need for data & knowledge engineering in businesses, participants of this module are also able to implement concepts for the modeling, representation, and management of data and knowledge. Finally, with the rise of Big Data participants acquire the necessary skills to implement and manage large-scale Big data solutions.

**EM 4: Security & Privacy Engineering**

Today’s information systems are required more than ever to guarantee security and privacy. This modules enables participants to acquire the necessary knowledge to
systematically engineer security and privacy in information systems. This module first introduces information security to prevent, detect, document and counter threats to information. Second, key concepts of applied cryptography are introduced. Legal aspects play a critical role in security & privacy engineering. Therefore, the fundamental legal concepts of data protection regulation are explained. Complementing the security perspective, information privacy and privacy enhancing technologies are discussed. The module is complemented with a specific emphasis on critical infrastructures and the role security & privacy engineering plays in these infrastructures.

**EM 5: Specialization Digital Services**

Services already account for more than 60% of the gross value added of developed economies. Even product companies try to increasingly tap into the application processes of their customers (“servitization”); thus, comprehensive knowledge on how to strategically use, design, engineer, and manage services are key. Current trends, like Digital nature, Data & analytics and System & platform perspectives make the familiarity with digital services a must for any future leader.

**Digital nature**: Digital creation and delivery of these services trigger a number of options like immediate globalization capabilities, agile development and deployment (DevOps), simple inclusion of open innovation concepts, or the individualization of delivered solutions.

**Data & analytics**: Availability of “big data” (e.g., created via sensors or social media) and sophisticated AI-based analytics enable to build customer intimacy, to improve internal efficiency as well as to augment or completely innovate customer offerings.

**System & platform perspectives**: The notion of service (eco)systems connected via digital services opens up a variety of innovation options in interorganizational or co-operative business models (“smarter systems”, e.g. in supply, health care, mobility or energy systems).

**EM 5: Specialization Autonomous Robotics**

The Specialization „Autonomous Robotics“ will introduce you to the possibilities and challenges of designing, creating, and controlling autonomous robots in a production or logistics context. Working in teams in a lab, you will be introduced to the fundamental concepts of autonomous control in robotics. At the same time, you will be working on a task, which requires collaborating robots. Successively over the period of the module, you will be spending more time working in your team. Finally, you will connect your devices with those developed by other teams to jointly solve a task.
**MM 1: Marketing & Information**

Many of today’s most successful businesses excel in satisfying customer needs because their decisions are based on data instead of good feeling. This is what this module is about: One focus is on how to use data for designing customer solutions (and get paid according to their value) and the other focus is a more general one at issues surrounding the use of (big) data for business decision-making.

**MM 2: Finance & Value**

Modern corporate governance is based on the creation of values. In the Finance & Value module, students learn essential methods of measuring, processing, and communicating the value added by corporate decisions that enable effective planning, management, and monitoring of corporate activity and corporate units. External value-based communication makes it possible to win stakeholders who are committed to the company over the long term.

**MM 3: Decisions & Risk**

Management implies making decisions. A valid data warehouse forms the basis for these decisions. The aim of this module is to give students a toolkit of various quantitative decision-making models so that the possibilities and limitations of methodical decision-making support (among others also optimization methods) can be used efficiently in the day-to-day running of projects.

**MM 4: Innovation & Projects**

Numerous paradigm shifts are currently being driven by the development and extensive use of new technologies. Profound changes in rapidly changing markets flow directly from this. Consequently, apart from classic project management, new management tools and methods are required because agility and innovation are some of the success factors in the current business climate. The module thus focuses on one of KIT’s unique selling points: technology-driven innovation.

**MM 5: Strategy & People**

The key to corporate success lies in the correct strategy. But how do you recognize opportunities, develop a viable concept, and successfully implement it? In times of scarce human capital, it is more important than ever before to ensure employees are a perfect fit for their position and to motivate them to implement the strategy together. The module imparts state-of-the-art management techniques and know-how on evidence-based human resources management, people analytics, and leadership approaches.
The academic calendar for each program starts annually in October. It consists of 10 modules, each with a duration of 2 weeks. All programs conclude with a master thesis.

**Crash Course**

2-day seminar in "Probability and Statistics"

**Master Thesis**

6 months project work

---

### More Alumni Voices

"The master program offers an excellent synergy of the disciplines informatics, business administration and international law. Close collaboration with lectures and applied studies in small groups with students from several industries supported me to share knowledge and bring state-of-the-art expertise into my business. Thanks to the well organized program and compact lecture sessions, I was able to successfully manage my studies alongside my job. In summary, the master program enriched both my expert knowledge and professional career."
Six Part-Time Master of Science Programs in
- Energy Engineering & Management (EEM)
- Financial Engineering (FE)
- Information Systems Engineering & Management (ISEM)
- Management of Product Development (MPD)
- Mobility Systems Engineering & Management (MSEM)
- Production & Operations Management (POM)

Compact further education formats like Certificate Courses and more can be found in the HECTOR School Academy.

= International Module

HECTOR School of Engineering & Management
International Department of the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) gGmbH
Schlossplatz 19
76131 Karlsruhe/Germany

Phone +49 (0)721-608 47880
Fax +49 (0)721-608 47882
E-mail info@hectorschool.com
Web www.hectorschool.kit.edu

Order your free course guide book with detailed contents of the master program!